40 л ଛࢆୠ 2020 ϔ ࢟ࢺ ʀۭ˅ؼۉ
( ࢆۺPreparer): ࢄ̜( ݣGil Lee)
Ρङ (Date): 4/22/2021
ʀ̘ ۉɻ (Audit Period): 3 ࡓ 1 ࢇ 2020 ϔ - 1 ࡓ 7 ࢇ 2021 ϔ
ࡲ ʀ ۉՋ/ࢺ( ؼReceived Finance Info/file)
1. ࢠࡉ۱ 40 о ଞࢉୣࢠ, 1/27/2021 (From Wooseok Chang, 40th KASOM President, 1/27/2021)
a. ࡵଭ ˃ࣛ 5656 ΰࠇ۰ Chang & Associates PC Korean Society of Boston MA (IOLTA CHECKING). 5656 Bank Statements 3 ࡖ
2020 ϗ - 11 ࡖ 2020 ϗ. 3/9/2019 ϗ 40 о ଞࢉୣ ࢎ̛ ࠒٸ ݤչ Я ۶վ ࢷ ࢠࡉ۱ ୣࢠࢇ ˃ࣛ փҜ (As the 40th
KASOM term started on 3/9/2019 prior to establishing not-for-profit charity corporation, President Chang opened an account)
b. ࡵଭ ˃ࣛ 6291 ΰࠇ۰ Korean American Society of MA Inc (Business Checking). 6291 Bank Statementss 3 ࡖ 2020 ϗ - 12 ࡖ
2020 ϗ. 1 ࡖ 2021 ϗ ࡵଭ ʠԎ ΰࡈ (Transaction list). یۿৌ ଞࢉୣ ࠒٸչЯ ۶վ (12/16/2019)୯ یۿৌ
ଞࢉୣ EIN ࡳԻ ଞࢉୣ ˃ࣛ փҜ. (Opened KASOM account with KASOM EIN once the KASOM was established as not-for-profit
charity corporation)
c. 3 ࡖ - 12 ࡖ एষ ࣗզ, ܹ ࣗզ (List of Income and Expense Categories)
d. ࢠࡉ۱ 40 о ଞࢉୣࢠࢇ ࢇ֩ࢊ߾ ࠒ߭Ի  ΰࡈ (Content of email by Wooseok Chang)
1. "To have independency, I have established legal foundation for KASOM not only from IRS/DOR but also from others especially for
alleged debts owed by previous KASOM admin." (ѧվ ˕۽41 оɼ 40 о ࢢࢽࡳԻ۰ ࡪଡࡶ ࡢଜࠆ, ࢢ ࢶئЯࡶ یۿৌ
ଞࢉୣ߾ оଞ (ࡢଜࠆ) փҚ߹ࡸ.)
2. "No additional info and Gil Lee's request" (̐ ࢇۘ ࢇ̟˱ࡁ ࢇݦଞ Վ ߷ࡸ)
3. "Our spending is, as approved by the BOD, not to save the money from the fund raised but spend all of it or donate to supporting
organizations during the same term. The principle behind this was because KASOM is not a for-profit organization, we don’t save the
money." (एষࡵ, ࢇیୣ߾۰ ࢉݣଞԻ, ֻ̖ ଞ ̛̖߾۰ Ѩࡶ ࢵଜए ߉ˈ ࢷٕ ߅ ࡈیТִ ʋࡵ ̛ɾ Ѱ߇ एࡕ
Я߾ ̛ٕଡ. ̐ ࡕࡵ KASOM ࡵ ࠒٸչЯࢇ̛Ҷࡉ ߾חչЕ Ѩࡶ ࢵ ଜए ߉ࡸ.)
4. "The goal is to zero out." (ּЕ
( ּЕ ࢿԻ ߅ࡑТЬ.)
2. ࡕˁ߅ 40 о ଞࢉୣ ࢢה, 4/9/2021 (From Kyung A Won, 4/9/2021)
a. ࢠࢉܺ 41 о ࢇٕ ࢇࢠیଜࠆ Ο ߾ݨהی۰ 3/24/2021 ࡕˁ߅ ࢢ ה1 ८ ࢷʦ ((ࠒܹऎ & Bank Statement) Sign:
Won) ૩ш ɼएˈࠥ (Board Chair Chang requested and picked up a Kyung A Won's folder)
1. ૩ш߇ ΰࡈ (Folder Content) - ̖ ࠒܹऎ, ࡵଭ ˃ࣛ 5656 3 ࡖ ٕਫ਼ 11 ࡖ ࡵଭ ΰࠇ۰, ࡵଭ ˃ࣛ 6291 3 ࡖ ٕਫ਼ 12 ࡖ
ࡵଭ ΰࠇ۰, 1 ࡖ 2021 ϗ ̖, एষ ࠒܹऎ, ̖ଞ , ה୪ଞ ܹ, 2 ࡖ 3 ࢊ Ьհ 8455 ˃ࣛ ̖ ࠒܹऎ, یۿৌ
ଞࢉୣ߾۰ 12 ࡖ 2020 ϗ߾ ؈ଭଞ ؿऎ ܹ, ࡳܘԻ  ࢢ הϠઝ (5656 March to November 2020 Bank Statements, 6291
March to December 2020 bank statements, deposit receipts and receipts/invoices to include Jan - Feb 2021, voided chekcs,
2/3/2021 deposit receipt for 8455, some checks, hand written Treasurer's note)
3. ୃ࣯ չࠟ 40 о ଞࢉୣ ʃی, 4/13/2021 (From Hyon Leon, 4/13/2021)
Ο߾ʯ 4/12/2021 ߾ ؇ࡵ 5 ʎ ঌٕ ળࢊ (Hanna Yoon sent email with 5 attachments)
March20-Dec20 Leon_Audit_Review_20210317 (1).xls ୃ࣯ չࠟ ʃیɼ ؿβ Վ
P&L and Bank Balance.pdf ࡵ ˕࢈ܘଭ ˈ ࡁߟ
P&L and Bank Balance _Spread Sheet Mar to Dec 20.pdf ࡵ ˕࢈ܘଭ ˈ ࡁߟ (б )ط
Profit and Loss and BB for Audit_April_12 2021.xls ࡵ ˕࢈ܘଭ ˈ ࡁߟ (б )ط
2021_04_12 verificationfor donation to other orgs - Boston OKTA.pdf

ʀ( ࢺ˒ ۉAudit Process)
1. ࢢ߾הʯ ؇ࡵ ࡕˁ߅ ࢢ ה1 ८ ࢷʦ (ࠒܹऎ & Bank Statement) Sign: Won ૩ш߇߾ Е ࢽੵ ؿоԻ ࢇ̟ ݦʃیɼ
ତּ ٕۿ طΰࠇ۰  ߟࡁ ۽ବࡸ (Detailed itemized records generated by Gil Lee based on contents in the folder)
2. Οɼ ؿβ P&L ॳˈ ߉ଡ. ࡁߟփ ˈ  ٕۿΰࡈ ߷ࡸ. (Didn't use P&L sent by Yoon Na. Only had summary with no
details to support the summary)
3. ш ۿଞ ΰࡈࡶ ୣࢠ˕ ࢢࡁ ߾הঐ ବࡳΟ ࡁঐଞ ΰࡈࡶ ؇ए׃ଡ (Requested additional information to the President
and Kyung A Won but didn't get the information)
4. ୃ࣯ չࠟ ʃیɼ Ο߾ʯ ८୯ ؇ࡵ ΰࡈ ॳˈ (Response sent by Hanna Yoon to Leon Hyon used as a reference)
ʀ( ˒ʹ ۉAudit Findings)
1. ɼ ࢽ  ؿ۶ָࢇ ଗࡁଞ ତּҚࢇ߭ 2020 ϗ ଞࢉୣ ࢢࢽࡶ ࠬࢷ ʦऎ ଟ ܹ ߷ݠ. ࡵଭ ˃ࣛ 5656 (Chang &
Associates PC Korean Society of Boston MA (IOLTA CHECKING)˕ 6291 (Korean American Society of MA Inc (Business Checking))Е
ࢿԻ߅ࡑ ࢉѻ. ɼ ࢽؿɼ ଗࡁଞ ତּҚ࠹߾ ତּҚࡵ ࢉ ବࡸ. (2020 KASOM financials cannot be fully validated
because there are items that require additional information and/or explanations. Verified that the accounts 5656 and 6291 were
zeroed out. Verified items other than those needing additional information and/or explanation)
"2. ୣ߾ ָݤѹ ࢢࣱܹ הࢂ הଜए ߉ˈ ࣱ ୣ˃ ˗ଭࡶ Ҭծए ߉ࡸ (Didn't adhere to the Treasure responsibilities
defined in the by-law and did not follow the standard accounting practice)
- ୣ ࢿ 5 ࢠ ࢿ 18 ࣏ 4) ࢢٕה:  قୣࢂ ࢢࢽࢊ הیձ ֎ˈ ୣࢠࢂ ए߾ ҬԂ ̖ࢷষΨࢂ ߶הձ жкଞЬ. (By-law
(
para 18.4) Treasurer is responsible for all finance operations and under the direction of the President performs fund distribution
tasks"
a. ࢢ ה- ̖ ࠒܹऎ˕ एষ ࠒܹऎ˕ ࡵଭ ΰࠇ۰ࠪ  ˬٸࢉ - ࡳܘԻ ࢉ ࢉऎ (Treasurer compared receipts to bank
statements - hand written "ok" to each bank statement check copy)
b. ࢢ ה- ࢢࢽ ତּ طʎ طʠԎ  ٕۿΰࠇ ࢢ̛ ٕהԼ ࡸ߉ ۽. (Treasurer did not generate a detailed finance records
containing individual transaction details for each transaction item.) ۘۿଞ ࢢ ࢽࢢ ࢇ߷ٕࢠ ٕהʃ یٙɼМଡ. ʃیɼ ࡵଭ
ָۿ۰ࠪ ࠒܹऎҚ˕ ࡳܘԻ ֻ֩Қ ੵоԻ ࢢ̛ ٕהԼ  ۽ʃیଡ. (It is impossible to conduct a finance audit without the
detailed finance records. The auditor created the detailed finance records based on bank statements, receipts and hand written
notes and conducted audit.)
c. Ьհ ʃ یՎࠪ ࡁঐଞ הࢢ ߾ࡸיɼ ߅Ф Οɼ ࢿষ˕ зଡ. (When additional information, instead of the Treasurer,
Hanna Yoon provided and anwered follow-up questions)
d. ̖ѹ   یـքࢇ߷ࡸ, ߯ࢿ ߭Г ˃ࣛ߾۰ ϼ˱߾ʯ ؈ଭବΟ ࢉ ߇ѻ. ̖ ࠒܹऎ߾ ϼ˱ ̖ߖ˕ ּࢶࡳԻ
̖ᒍΟ ֻ֩ѻ ( ਁঙଞ Қࡵ ࡸ) (Copy of the deposited checks not found. Difficult to ascertain who sent the check
for what purpose. On the deposit receipts, amount and purpose were hand noted (check capture deposited checks were available))
"e. ࡵଭ˃ࣛ߾ ۰ָЕ (Signer) Я ଞָđࢠࡉ۱ (Only one signer for the account)
1. ୣ ࢿ 9 ࢠ 41 ࣏߾Е "" ࢂࣛ˱ ˲הیষΨࡵ ୣࢠ, הیদࢠ, ࢢࡳָࠉ ࢂהԻ ଞЬ."" (The by-law article 9, section 41
states that the administration account will be in the name of the President, Secretary and Treasurer)
2. ؈ଭଞ Қ ֻѿ Wooseok Chang is sign ଡ (All
( issued checks were signed by Wooseok Chang.)
3. ࢠࡉ۱ 40 о ୣࢠࡵ ଞࢉୣ ˃ࣛ߾۰ ձ 22 ࢇءΟ Wooseok Chang ߾ʯ ؈ଭ (The 40th KASOM President Chang
issued checks to himself for 22 times)
؈ۢଟܹЕ (ࠖ) ଞࢉୣ ˃ࣛ߾۰ Wooseok Chang ߾ʯ 3 ʎࢂ ձ ѿ ء؈ଭ (ଜΟЕ ܹࠒ قیऎ߾ ࢂଥ ଜΟЕ
Οࣸ߾ ॸࡵ ࡕܹࠒ قऎ߾ ࢂଥ۰  ؈ଭ). ଞ ءшβ 3 ʎࢂ ̖ߖࡵ ̖ ࡳԻ ଥʼଡ. (Example of potential problem with
one signer issuing checks to himself: From the KASOM account 3 checks were issued twice (one set based on duplicate copy of
receipts and the other when the original receipts were found). The overdrawed amount by the checks were covered by the deposits
made in the same amounts.)"
f. KASOM ࡵଭ ˃ࣛ 6291 ࡵ 12 ࡖ 31 ࢊ 2020 ϗ ٕԻ Ի߇ ࡑ߅ ݛѻ. Sung Kang ߾ʯ 12/27/2020 $23.89 एٙ ( ֻ֩:
Stationary Certificate.)ࢇ 12/31/2020 ߾ չ߭ ଡࡳԻ۰ $23.89 ࢶ ߖ. (Account 6291 was not closed out as of 12/31/2020.
A Check made to Sung Kang for $23.92 cleared on 12/31/2020 which overdrew the account by $23.89. (Check memo: Stationary
Certificate. No invoice.))

g. ˃ࣛձ ࢿԻ ଞЬЕ ࢇࡪԻ 2 ʎࢂ ۴ٙ एষ ($1,500 - 2020 ϗ ٸˈؿ ̖ۿ, $482.70 - 40 о ࢎࡕ ֻࢎ (1 ࡖ 31 ࢊ 2021 ϗ).
(To zero out the account, withdrew 2 prepayments ($1,500 - 2020 Tax, $482.70 - 40th Officers gathering (1/31/2021))
3. ୃ̖ ̖ࠖ ࢉଟܹ ߷ࡸ. (Can't ascertain cash deposits)
4. ɼ ࢽ  ؿ۶ָࢇ ଗࡁଞ ତּ
a. 3/20/2020 ߾ ࠟԂࢉ ࡳ̖ܞԻ ˃ࣛ 5656 ߾۰ ˃ࣛ 8455 Ի ࢇѰѹ $3,000 ࢂ ঐ˱۰ ߷ࡸ. (No invoice for the online bank
transfer of $3,000 from account 5656 to account 8455.) (OB Xfer to Business C XXXXXX8455 on 3/19 AT 17:54 CONF#
4002573282019 Crown Hot)
b. ࢠࡉ۱ 40 о ଞࢉୣࢠࢇ 3 ࡖ 17 ࢊ 2021 ϗ ࢇ֩ࢊ߾  ଞࢉୣձ ࡢଥ փҘ ࢢ ࢶئЯ߾ оଞ ࢽ ࠪؿ۶ָ. ࢢ ࢶئЯ
ָঢ়, ּࢶ, ˃ࣛ? (More info and explanation on the "legal foundation for KASOM" the former President said he setup in his email
on 3/17/2021. Name of the foundation, purpose/objective, account)
c. 1/4/2021 ߾ Sung Kang ߾ʯ ؇ࡵ $509.59 ּࢶ ΰࠇ ঐ˱۰ ߷ࡸ (The purpose and detail, invoice, for $509.59 from Sung Kang
deposited on 1/4/2021 missing)
"d. ࡵଭ ˃ࣛ xxxxxx8455 ߾ оଞ ۶ָ ଗࡁ. (Need explanation on Acct 8455)
1. 3/20/2020 ߾ OB Xfer to Business C XXXXXX8455 o
on 3/19 AT 17:54 CONF# 4002573282019 Crown Hot
2. 2/3/2021 - 6291 ߾۰ ࢉষѹ $482.70 ࡵଭ ˃ࣛ xxxxxx8455 ߾ ̖ѻ. ̖ ࠒܹऎ ࢉ (2/3/2021. $482.70 withdrawl
from 6291 was deposited to account xxxxxx8455. Verified by deposit receipt.)"
e. 12/31/2020 ۴ٙԻ ࢉষଜࠆ 2020 ϗ ࡢ ˈؿ ̖ۿଥ փҘ ̖ܞ Қ ଭ؏ ָٙٗ. ঐ˱۰߷ࡸ. (The two money order
checks, made based on withdrawl from 6291 as prepayments for 2020 tax, whereabouts unclear. No invoice.) ࢿԻ ߅ࡑ ଥߞ
ଞЬЕ ࢇࡪԻ $1,500 2020 ϗ  ˈؿ ̖ۿ۴ٙ ࢉষ 2 ʎࢂ ̖ܞ  030986, 030987 փҜ. ࢢֻ֩ ה: "ԧ ٖ߲ࢇ ݛYear
Book ɼएˈ ࡸ. یضЧࢉ ୃ̖ Җ."
f. ۴˗ࡢ߾۰ ˗չଥߞଟ ˓̖ࢇ 40 о ˃ࣛ߾ ̖ 40 о߾۰ ˗չଞ ࢇࡪ. (Reason for managing fund (candidate deposit)
the Election Committee suppose manage and depositing the fund into the 40th account)
g. ୖ۔, ̛ઝҖ ؑ૦ ָЯ ߷ࡸ. (No Red Ginseng and Gift Cards distribution lists)
h. OKTA ߾۰ $2,000 ࡶ 40 о ଞࢉୣ߾ʯ ߭ӊʯ ࣯߹ࡳֲ ּࢶ ΰࠇ ࠒܹऎ ߷ࡸ. ( No info on how OKTA gave $2,000 to
KASOM or how used or receipts.) Οɼ չࠟ ୃ࣯ ʃیɼ ࠞ߾ $1,000 ̛ٕଞ ࢇࡪ ۶ָ ࡁঐ߾ ࠞ߾۰ $2,000
୯ࡕ̖ࡶ ؇ߑЬˈଡ. (In response to Leon Hyon's request for information on the reason for donating $1,000 to OKTA, Yoon Na
explained that KASOM "received $2,000" as donation from OKTA.)
"i. ̖ ࠒܹऎ ࡸॸ׃. (No Deposit Receipt)
5656 9/8/2021 $10, $20, $20
6291 6/23/2020 $20; 7/20/2020 $500; 8/6/2020 $20, $300"
"j. एষ ּࢶ˕ ӖЕ ΰࡈ ( ࡸॸ׃Can't find expense purpose and/or details)
10/26/2020 $2,250 paid for red ginseng - Event Category?
11/13/2020 $50.77 ($34.30 at Dunkin and $16.47 at BJs) - Event Category and detail"
ʀ( ࢝˽ ۉAuditor Recommendations)
1. ࢢהɼ ୣ оԻ ࢢݤ הࢂ הଭ ଟܹʯ ۿଞ ࢢ הࢂ ה۶ָ (۽ଜˈ ষଥߞଟ ࢽؿ, ח۰) (Explain the
Treasurer's role and responsibility per by-law (what to generate and provide))
2. ࡵଭ ˃ࣛ ষΨࡵ ࢢה߶ה. ୣࢠ˕ ࢢ˓ הѰ ۰ָ̀. ߾ݦʯ  ࢇݦ ؈ଭ ׃ଡ (KASOM account should have two
signators: President and Treasurer. A person can't write a check for him/herself)
3. ଞࢉୣձ ࡢଥ۰Ο ଞࢉୣࢇղࡳԻ ˃ࣛ, ࢢ ࢶئЯ ۶վࡵ ࢇیୣࢂ  ࢇࢉݣଗࡁଜʯ ୣ ʎࢽࡁ˱ (Request by-law
modification to ensure any establishment of legal foundation, accounts be approved by the board)
4. ୯ ࡵ̖˓ ؿ۴˗ࡢ߾۰փ ˗չଜֲ ୃ ୣࢠЯࡵ ۴˗ࡢ ߶ ߾הʎ, ࣏߯Ѧ ଟܹ߷ʯ ୣ ʎࢽ ࡁ˱ (Request by-law
modification to ensure that the only Election Committee manages candidate deposits and the current management team can not
influence, involve in operation or advise.)

